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Disruptive software solution seamlessly processes manufacturingDisruptive software solution seamlessly processes manufacturing
documentationdocumentation

An EU initiative is aiming for the wide market uptake of a breakthrough solution that collects and collates
all required data and documents in manufacturing. The ICT solution heralds a new era in supply chain
management with simpli�ed and complete product life-cycle management and resource management.

In 2017, tracking and traceability specialists CodeIT, a Norwegian industrial automation SME, developed a 
unique new tool for handling production and manufacturing documentation called CodeIT eMRB (electronic 
Manufacturing Record Book). The EU-funded eMRB project seeks to commercialise “the world’s �rst and 
only cloud-based software solution speci�cally for the automatic creation and validation of digital MRBs,” 
says Bjørnar Torsnes, CEO of project coordinator CodeIT.

Making MRB compilation easier, faster and cheaperMaking MRB compilation easier, faster and cheaper
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CodeIT eMRB securely stores all MRB documentation in 
the cloud and allows access to individual documents. 
This reduces quality assurance (QA) costs. It requires no 
installation. Users manage access. CodeIT eMRB is 
often part of a wider range of information software like 
enterprise resource planning, document control, QA, 
mechanical completion and logistics. To enable 
effective integration with these, a robust application 
programming interface is built into CodeIT eMRB. 
 
Simplifying traceability is one major bene�t CodeIT 
eMRB offers. Traditionally, manufacturing 

documentation is compiled in large binders and stored. Searches are done manually. With CodeIT eMRB, 
each certi�cate, report or document is stored and tracked individually, and retrievable online 
instantaneously.  
 
Another major bene�t is fast and early access to documentation. Operators often require MRBs be 
delivered together with the purchased equipment. This can be impossible for contractors, since some 
documentation isn’t ready until very late in a project. CodeIT eMRB solves this by compiling MRBs online on 
the �y. However, other documentation like material certi�cates is ready early. The QA team needs to verify 
such documentation as part of the mechanical completion process. Until now, QA personnel had to 
perform site visits at manufacturers to verify these early documents manually because MRBs couldn’t be 
delivered until later. CodeIT eMRB makes this documentation available online from day one, eliminating 
the need for site visits for veri�cation.

CodeIT eMRB gaining signi�cant market tractionCodeIT eMRB gaining signi�cant market traction

Although the initial driving force was a solution for oil and gas projects, the CodeIT eMRB team has been 
busy upscaling the product for use by any industry, any company size and anywhere in the world. Pilots 
have been undertaken with partners in different industries. They have successfully demonstrated the 
commercial potential of CodeIT eMRB and resulted in signed contracts. 
 
One notable example is Aker Solutions, a global provider of products, systems and services to the energy 
industry. After signing an agreement with CodeIT, the company is now implementing CodeIT eMRB as a 
mandatory supplier and customer portal to gather and present all production documentation. This re�ects 
Aker’s acknowledgement that maximum bene�ts and cost savings are achieved when use of CodeIT eMRB 
is written into equipment specs. 
 
In addition, CodeIT eMRB promises users massive cost savings and a competitive edge. According to 
Torsnes, the cost of documentation in traditional oil and gas projects can be 30 % of the total price. “If used 
correctly, CodeIT eMRB will reduce this drastically.” Estimated cost savings for users and their supply 
chains can be several million euros a year, “but the biggest bonus is the improvement in quality through 
fast and effective tracking and traceability.”
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Leverage your data. Generate value and drive growth. 

- with versatile traceability solutions & production automation from CodeIT. 

 

CodeIT Enterprise™ is a state-of-the-art, total solution with product and supply chain traceability at the 

core. It is designed to enhance production and increase business performance at companies in, amongst 

others, the food, fish, wood, manufacturing, and general industry sectors. It provides full scalability and 

full flexibility. It is integration friendly with all ERP, MES and WMS systems. It is used by leading producers 

around the world, connecting 50,000 devices on over 2,000 production lines so far. 

 

CodeIT eMRB® is a state-of-the-art, total solution. Designed for superior, fast, and cost-effective 

documentation traceability. It is an ingenious, fully scalable, cloud-based solution that automatically 

validates and links all fabrication and production documentation digitally. It is used by leading companies 

in, amongst others, the energy, engineering, aquaculture, and general Industry sectors. 

 

The CodeIT Group has offices in Norway, Sweden, and Vietnam with some very ingenious people that 

have put together some very ingenious solutions. With traceability always at the core, CodeIT develops 

and delivers better ways to leverage data in production, to solve clients’ problems and generate value 

and drive growth. CodeIT has over 20 years experience with critical business-applications and is trusted 

and relied on by forward thinking companies in many different industries around the world. 

 

For more information call us or send an email: 

Norway: (+47) 22 10 73 80 - email post@codeit.no, 

Sweden: (+46) 735 646 865 - email info@codeitab.se 

Vietnam: (+84) 908 284 557 - email mail@codeit.com.vn 

Other countries: (+47) 22 10 73 80 - email post@codeit.no 

 

www.codeitworldwide.com 

 

Follow CodeIT on LinkedIn and get the latest updates first: 

https://linkedin.com/company/codeitgroup 
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